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In early colonial politics, decisions about lower court jurisdiction often reflected competing ideas about the relationship between different parts and functions of government. In particular, court structure and jurisdiction could be seen as having important implications for the role and power of the governor. Appreciating the importance of jurisdiction as a way of defining, and arguing about, the distribution and exercise of political and legal authority in the colonial constitution allows connections to be drawn between different elements of settler politics in the 1840s and 1850s. The closing of the Court of Requests by Governor Grey in 1848, and the decisions of the Supreme Court judges in subsequent litigation, provide examples of this. Debate over the role of the governor in emerging systems of representative and responsible government after 1852 contributed to lower court jurisdiction remaining politically significant, particularly in relation to Māori. This is shown by considering parliamentary debates about the Stafford ministry's 1858 proposals for resident magistrates' jurisdiction over "native districts". The politics of jurisdiction were part of wider contests about the establishment and consolidation of particular political and institutional relationships within the colonial constitution. This multi-faceted construction of government authority suggests a need to reconsider elements of Pākehā colonial politics and law. INTRODUCTION
Attempts to assert or constrain the governor's authority were a fundamental part of early colonial politics. Different understandings of the Crown's prerogative authority competed for support. There was no single "settler" view on such issues. In particular, disputes over the jurisdiction of lower courts, and the relationship between governors and magistrates, or governors and judges, could become part of wider debates over the place of gubernatorial authority within the colonial constitution. Appreciating why and how the jurisdiction of lower courts could be presented as being constitutionally significant requires an examination of particular controversies in their broader political context. Considering the politics of jurisdiction allows links to be drawn between several elements of settler political debate, including claims about "Britishness" and the constitution. Legal and political views favouring extensive gubernatorial powers were highlighted by the Court of Requests dispute in 1848. Further, opposition to such views, and the changing ways in which jurisdiction was argued about in the 1850s, highlight the importance of representation and the legislature to much settler constitutional debate. In exploring these points, this essay treats colonial constitutional politics as involving various individuals' and groups' attempts to establish and consolidate particular political relationships within, and between, constitutional offices and institutions. 1 Though such an approach might include Māori groups and individuals, my focus here is on Pākehā actors. Considering settler politics in such terms gives a fuller appreciation of the differences between Pākehā politicians in several political disputes in the 1840s and 1850s.
Richard Boast and others have highlighted the use of jurisdictional distinctions as a response to political disputes over the structure and control of government institutions in the 1870s and 1880s. 2 However, such uses of jurisdiction can be seen in British discussions about New Zealand from the 1830s. Examining jurisdictional disputes and schemes may therefore illustrate the changing relationship between institutions of government and notions of "Crown" authority in New Zealand in the early colonial period. Such relationships developed, in part, from the particular role of courts and their jurisdiction in early colonial politics. In the absence of representative institutions, courtrooms could become arenas for political disputes over the way the colonial constitution did, and ought to, operate. With the introduction of a "representative" legislature, many settlers saw statutes as more effective than litigation for shaping the distribution of political authority within the colonial state. Political contests over the institutional relationship between parts of government contributed to shifts in the political discussion of law and jurisdiction by settlers.
I illustrate these arguments using several examples. The first section of the essay highlights the importance of arguments about governors' authority, and the appointment of judges and magistrates, to settler plans for colonisation and to the early settler politics of the colony. The following section uses the closure of the Court of Requests by the government in 1848 as an example of how governors' attempts to establish and consolidate particular institutional structures in new colonies could be interpreted by settlers as raising broader constitutional issues. In the Court of Requests controversy both Supreme Court judges refused to grant writs that were intended to reopen the court. The way in which the Supreme Court judges handled the Court of Requests cases illustrates the prominence of gubernatorial authority as an element of the colonial constitution.
Crown colony political disputes, such as the Court of Requests affair, encouraged many settler politicians to stress representative and then responsible government as an effective means of constraining gubernatorial authority. The New Zealand Constitution Act 1852 (UK) (the Constitution Act) shifted the way jurisdiction might gain constitutional significance, without removing its potential importance, particularly in relation to Māori. In the final section, I examine the Stafford government's proposals for resident magistrates' jurisdiction over "native districts" in 1858. This example, as with the Court of Requests example, suggests that a unitary notion of the "Crown" may only provide a preliminary description of the contours of colonial constitutional politics, which were premised on different assumptions and principles to those sometimes used in modern debate. Further, the native districts example indicates how settlers' politics of jurisdiction might change as institutional relationships and practices changed.
II HISTORIOGRAPHICAL CONTEXTS
My argument is not intended to revive an older "whiggish" form of history. Rather, in arguing for a more multi-faceted historical construction of government authority in New Zealand, this essay draws on a number of recent studies. 3 Previous generations of New Zealand historians focussed on settler politics and the growth of parliamentary government. 4 From the early 1970s this approach was often seen as too narrow and mono-cultural. More attention was given in political history to the perspectives, presence or absence of Māori actors. Political history itself became more concerned 3 Refer to the works cited in notes 1, 2, 6 and 7. See also Stoler and Cooper, above n 1, 4, 8-9, 12-14, 18-24. 4 D G Herron "The Franchise and New Zealand Politics, 1853-8" (1960) 12 Political Science 28-44; W P Morrell The Provincial System in New Zealand, 1852-76 (2 ed, Whitcombe and Tombs, Christchurch, 1964) (Government Printer, Wellington, 1958) ; D G Herron "The circumstances and effects of Sir George Grey's delay in summoning the first New Zealand General Assembly" (1959) with the cultural and social settings of politics. 5 Recently, however, drawing on a variety of different approaches in the fields of imperial and world history, a number of scholars have suggested a need to reconsider the institutional structures of colonial and imperial government. 6 Such works have had an uneven impact in New Zealand legal history. Much 19 th century New Zealand history scholarship in the last twenty years has focussed on the relationship between Māori and the central government executive. The shifting relationship between parts of government over time is seldom seen as causally significant: the "Crown" is often treated as a unitary body in such works. 7 Similarly, settler notions of law and authority before 1876 are often described as being based on generalised and unitary categories. 8 Yet, as James Belich has noted, placing general categories or concepts at the centre of historical explanations may tell us little about the detail of why or how particular conflicts occurred. 9 Behind such general terms lie multiple, inter-connecting, histories. , 1910 -1920 " (2008 .
[Provincial System]; A H McLintock Crown Colony Government in New Zealand
Approaching issues of constitutional authority in terms of multiple individuals' and groups' political attempts to establish and consolidate particular political relationships within and between the constitutional institutions gives a richer and more revealing picture of Pākehā political debate. Colonial politicians' concern about their positions and status within particular governmental relationships formed an underlying political pressure in the 1840s and 1850s. 11 This pressure meant that a range of political agendas might converge around particular issues, which became issues of constitutional authority. Such issues were more significant than their immediate focus or topic, because they raised (or were politically capitalised upon to raise) broader issues about the distribution of authority in the colonial constitution. In the nascent constitution, such issues could be used to establish or consolidate political authority within institutions in a way that limited (or, at least, might demarcate) possible rival sources of political authority, particularly the parts of the executive the governor retained direct control and patronage over. This concern with institutional establishment and consolidation was shared by various settlers, governors and other groups. This was not a bare struggle for power; political and legal argument might be used as part of tactical or strategic manoeuvres, but such manoeuvres were made in reference to normative frameworks that were genuinely acknowledged and aspired to by some Pākehā. Settler disputes in New Zealand, and in other British colonies, about the appropriate expression of political and social status through the language and protocols used in levees, councils and legislatures, indicate that a range of intertwining cultural and political factors might be explored as shaping politicians' conduct and attitudes. 12 10 P G McHugh "Historiography", above n 1, 360-7; Cooper, above n 6, 
A Courts and the Scope of Executive Authority in Crown Colony Government
Giving attention to various parts of colonial government and Crown authority suggests that the relationship between different parts of government was not simply determined by the direct application of perceived constitutional principles or legal rules. Rather, while law played a role, such relationships may be seen as being constructed over time, by politics and practices that included, but were not always determined by, disputes about the law. For instance, in the 1820s and 1830s, senior judges in several colonies were explicitly involved in the legislative process, as members of the Legislative Council. In New South Wales and Van Dieman's Land, these same judges were required to certify that local statutes were not repugnant to the laws of England -a notoriously ill-defined test that generated a series of political disputes between colonial judges and governors in the mid-nineteenth century. 13 By 1832, James Stephen (then legal counsel, and later the permanent under-secretary, of the Colonial Office) had decided that the common law on what English laws applied in colonies was so vague it gave no practical guidance to judges. 14 Further, he suggested in 1842, a judge was "invariably, an ignorant or ill-informed Arbiter" when assessing "whether any particular law is or is not applicable to the circumstances of Society". 15 Stephen thought adapting English law to colonial contexts required the broader view of political debate rather than the particularity of litigation. 16 In later Australasian Crown colonies, such as South Australia and New Zealand, judges were excluded from the Legislative Council. However, in such small government circles, judges still maintained close formal and informal roles in legislative drafting and law reform issues. When Martin CJ resigned, Henry Sewell told the Colonial Office that a willingness to analyse draft legislation was a more important qualification for a new Chief Justice than the ability to decide cases. 17 persuasive than the law officers' opinion. Among Stephen's concerns was the role given to sheriffs; the Colonial Office instructed Governor Hobson to limit the role of sheriffs to their functions as officers of the court, rather than simply giving them all the powers and functions of an English sheriff. In England, sheriffs had the traditional role of convening public meetings of freeholders in a district, to discuss matters of public importance. 23 Public meetings were an important part of colonial political life, and the involvement of public officials in such meetings was sometimes of real concern to small colonial administrations. 24 Lord Stanley agreed with Stephen's suggestion that the "many vague and somewhat critical political rights" of the English office were a "larger delegation" than was appropriate for New Zealand. Further, clerks and other court officials were to be appointed by the governor. In England, superior court judges appointed their own officials. In Crown colonies, such patronage was to be kept under gubernatorial control. 25 The Colonial Office's caution was due partly to the political significance of colonial courts to many settlers. In Crown colonies courts were significant in part because they were a site of authority and adjudication that could be used in political debate. Access to law courts often became politically symbolic and contentious, and cases might gain a social significance beyond the particular issue between the parties. Litigation was consciously used to test the limits of gubernatorial authority. Courts were also significant because in Crown colony society they became part of a nascent public sphere, and part of the public construction and projection of political status. Crown colony politics were characterised by settler arguments about, and appeals to, notions of constitutional principles that governors were critiqued against. Settler newspapers reported litigation and judges' jury directions in detail. 26 Newspaper reports, editorials and correspondence on legal issues entered imperial communication networks as part of often highly strategic and self-conscious attempts to shape notions of "public opinion" in the colony, metropole, and neighbouring colonies. 27 An important strand of such debates rejected any characterisation of colonists as having legally distinct or limited constitutional liberties compared to subjects in the metropole. Such notions of empire-wide constitutional norms blended legal and political claims about Crown authority and obligation with ambiguous claims about access to the courts and judicial adjudication as a "birthright" of British settlers. 28 Such claims can often be seen as claims about "Britishness"; assertions about legal principles and legal or political practice that were described as being uniquely British, to which settlers overseas were automatically entitled. The extent to which the claimed legal principles existed in case law was open to question. Such arguments often sought to deploy legal language and precedents strategically as part of particular political disputes. 29 The various tropes of constitutional "Britishness" or "birthright" were often rhetorical props, used to appeal to sentiment, to amorphous civic aspirations and to general principles; "Britishness" was not an analytical tool that necessarily provided all the detail of constitutional design or operation. 30 In many ways, that was its advantage. C W Richmond told the colonial legislature in 1858 that talk of applying "British law" to Māori could only ever mean "the great foundation principles of British law and its free spirit. We do not mean every detail of rural or municipal police". 31 Thus, claims of colonial distinctiveness and claims of "Britishness" were not mutually exclusive. Indeed, appeals to 27 Alex Castle "The Judiciary and Political Questions: The First Australian Experience, 1824-1825" (1973-76) 5 "Britishness" were sometimes designed to legitimate political or social innovation by presenting that innovation as an adaptation of latent principles of government and law to the new colonial context. Australasian settlers' claims to a wide franchise, or to legislative and judicial structures that differed markedly from metropolitan models, were advanced and critiqued against often ambiguous notions of "British law" and the "true" character of male British settlers. In this way, claims to Britishness, and to the adaptation of Britishness to local circumstances, could be merged together for particular rhetorical or political effect. 32
Notions of "British" law should not be viewed separately from the prominence given to arguments about representation and the legislature in settler politics. Although no longer as historiographically prominent as it once was, representation -the ability to (at least) elect the majority of a legislative chamber -was a central political ambition for many of the would-be political elite in New Zealand, as in other Australasian colonies. The various, competing, political proposals for representative government encapsulated, in constitutional form, a range of claims about political authority, who was qualified to wield it, and the appropriate institutional loci of such authority. (This included debates over the appropriate franchise, and the composition of any upper house). 33 Proponents of representative legislative bodies often insisted that such bodies were both a measure and means of settler "respectability" and "independence". Importantly, however, such claims were not limited to discussions about legislatures. Membership of juries, and the selection of foremen, was discussed in terms of the "respectability" and good judgement of jurymen, reinforcing the political significance of courts in a Crown colony society. 34 Such arguments were linked to an abiding theme of colonial politics -the nature and extent of the legal authority held by the governor. As is discussed below, a range of arguments were rehearsed (Routledge, London, 1986) . See also the references in 4 above. in public debate and private lobbying over the way the prerogative powers of the Crown might be applied in new colonies, and the political obligations that ought to guide their exercise. The scope of the governor's authority and power was fiercely disputed and debated by the settler press. As Zoë Laidlaw has explored, governors formed an awkward, somewhat isolated, part of Crown colony society and politics, and sought to buttress their moral, political and legal authority as best they could with the limited resources and competing demands of a colonial administration. 35 In the absence of representative legislatures, litigation was one possible way to contest gubernatorial power and policies. Circumstances were often consciously engineered, by one or both parties, to lead to litigation. 36 Although the Colonial Office's preference was usually to address policy issues involved in such disputes through legislation (if necessary), governors themselves might use the technique of a test case. In 1847, Governor Grey arranged for the suit in R v Symonds to test the legality of his predecessor's land policies (and, in doing so, to assert his own political and legal authority over the land policy debate). 37 An example of settler consciousness of such strategies is found in the Nelson Examiner in 1843. The paper complained of the legal and practical difficulties of trying alleged assaults by Māori who insisted their land had been not included in sales to the New Zealand Company. It claimed that "in England, a nominal assault, or a forcible opening or breaking of a door or window, would be the utmost means adopted" to assert a title to land that might be tested in court. 38 However, the Examiner insisted that where Māori were challenging title, the alleged assaults should be treated as criminal matters rather than civil disputes. In part, this reflected the paper's opposition to further political or legal protection of Māori land interests. Thus, representations of metropolitan legalism were not merely a point of reference for their replication in colonial practice. Supposed English practice might be used to highlight colonial difference, in a way that privileged local assessments of how the broad principles of particular metropolitan practices were to apply in a colony. However, many settler observers felt such assessments of local circumstances were largely political (rather than strictly legal or judicial) matters. The perceived failure of governors to give significant weight to settler views in their decision-making was a regular theme of those colonists arguing for greater constitutional constraints on gubernatorial authority and practice. 
B Jurisdictional Boundaries as a Way of Regulating Authority: Competing Views of the Governor's Authority in Metropolitan and Colonial Proposals
In New Zealand, and elsewhere in Australasia, provision of effective judicial fora was presented as an obligation of the Crown and (often in a more radical key) a fundamental part of the relationship between subject and sovereign. 39 Those settlers who demanded local courts or tribunals often stressed the need to be able to enforce contracts or collect debts. Despite such immediate or material motives, the question of the form of the tribunals, and the law they would apply could easily escalate into more overtly political questions about the relationship between the executive and the magistracy or judiciary, the extent to which "central" government would grant local settler communities discretionary powers to administer their own legal disputes, and the priority given to particular settlements or communities in government decision-making. 40 Disputes over criminal jurisdiction could become issues of constitutional authority in colonies because criminal law often starkly raised questions about the form and substance of the executive's deployment of coercive force. As a number of historians of empire have explored, the links settlers might draw between jurisdiction and the forms of colonial government meant that civil jurisdiction could also generate constitutional issues. 41 What some settlers saw as questions of abstract political entitlement, governors and administrators might present in more pragmatic terms. Providing effective courts to a number of scattered settlements, all surrounded by indigenous communities with their own customary law systems, was not an easy task. Defining jurisdiction (whether by territorial jurisdiction, purely by subject-matter or a combination of both) was one way colonial governments sought to manage such issues. In New Zealand, governors sought to create separate jurisdictions for small disputes and experimented with jurisdictions for disputes involving Māori. 42 In the case of indigenous jurisdiction, governments still faced a range of questions about how such a distinction might work, what law applied in certain situations, and whether particular jurisdictional models were consistent with other economic or social goals. 43 Further, because such jurisdictional techniques often involved specially appointed commissioners or stipendiary magistrates rather than lay magistrates appointed from the local settler community, questions of the perceived constitutional relationship between the gubernatorial executive and settler-subjects might still arise. 44 Even before 1840, using jurisdiction as an analytical category to delineate different roles within colonial government was an important tool in metropolitan lobbying about colonial policy, and in colonial debates about the implementation of government policy. 45 In relation to New Zealand, systematic colonisers, missionary groups and others devised jurisdictional schemes to try to convince the Colonial Office of the wisdom and respectability of their respective colonisation proposals. 46 These usually included proposals for colonial legislatures or local municipal councils, and proposals for religious and educational institutions. Debate within British politics over the treatment of indigenous peoples intensified in the wake of wars in southern Africa and associated "humanitarian" lobbying of government. 47 Some lobbyists sought to reflect this heightened interest in indigenous legal rights in their proposals for colonial government. 48 Such metropolitan theorising served multiple purposes. By developing such schemes, lobbyists promoted themselves as respectable, considered commentators, with policy proposals to hand. This facilitated political lobbying and coalition building. 49 The detail of jurisdictional proposals might 44 also indicate other political aims. The relative role of judges, settlers and indigenous peoples in the plans was often related to particular views of the appropriate method and speed of colonisation and assimilation. Historians have noted the importance of such jurisdictional schemes for expositing and debating ideas about indigenous "civilisation". 50 Here, I want to draw attention to another element of the jurisdictional debate; attempting to define the role of the governor and the prerogative relative to other parts of the colonial government and constitution, including judges or magistrates. Early proposals for a South Australian colony sought to devolve the prerogative powers to a local settler council to such an extent that James Stephen called them "republican". Such attempts to constrain the prerogative, or to place it in settler hands, were not simply concerned with the regulation of land grants and sales. One early proposal for South Australia sought the power to appoint and remove judges. 51 The New Zealand Association sought similar powers in its 1838 proposal for a colony. 52 When support for that plan faltered, Robert Torrens instead proposed a complex system of Māori and British magistrates, Māori high sheriffs, British resident commissioners, and Māori "aldermen". 53 Montague Hawtrey proposed using circuit magistrates to administer "exceptional laws" designed to promote assimilation. He wanted to give senior chiefs magisterial powers to encourage their connection to the Crown. 54 By 1838, Edward Gibbon Wakefield, eager to prove his humanitarian credentials, had abandoned his previous scepticism of Māori political organisation and was promoting various institutional mechanisms for gaining Māori co-operation with colonial government and law. 55 Māori property rights, and how they might be purchased or dealt with, were 55 In 1836, after the negotiations over establishing a South Australian colony, Wakefield believed Māori lacked the necessary "understanding" to enter into valid land contracts or treaties, and that full-scale colonisation was necessary to protect Māori from the excesses of convict and whalers. By 1838, he was borrowing from a Church Missionary Society proposal for special naval consuls to enforce English law against British subjects already in New Zealand, and arguing that Māori were possessed of "sovereign rights" that could be acquired by written agreement to establish small British colonies. This shift appears more a matter of political pragmatism than philosophical reflection. E G Wakefield, evidence to Select Committee on the Disposal of Lands (22 June 1836) GBPP (1836) a central focus of many such proposals. 56 Court structures, and the judicial and quasi-administrative functions to be given to judges and magistrates, nonetheless formed an important theme; promoters of colonial expansion sought to make the relationship between prerogative authority, courts and any colonial legislature an item for political contest and negotiation.
Differing approaches to the governor's authority in these debates can be seen as arguments about how British law and government should operate in new colonies, whether "settlement" colonies or otherwise. As noted, despite the lobbyists' enthusiasm, British governments generally sought to avoid colonial legislative encroachments on the colonial prerogative regarding courts, judges and administrative officers in the 1830s. Imperial administrations reformed a number of colonial legal systems across the 1820s and 1830s, seeking to create more formalised and standardised legal structures. 57 Nonetheless, a tradition of favouring broad executive and prerogative discretion, as a perceived political necessity as well as constitutional principle, remained an important strand in debates over colonial government, even after the development of forms of "responsible government" from the 1840s. Underlying such views was a sense that colonies were not constitutional carbon copies of the metropole, but nascent and immature polities often requiring firm government. 58 Many Crown Colony governors were convinced that a strong gubernatorial executive would be best placed to guide colonial economic and political development. Recalled governors bemoaned a perceived lack of power. George Gawler, Governor of South Australia from October 1838 to May 1841, insisted that a new colony was like "a bateau on the rapids". At such a distance from London, he said, the risk of "sudden expensive changes" in economic and social conditions required "the concession of something near to absolute authority, to the supreme local dictator". 59 In 1846, Robert FitzRoy, by then the former Governor of New Zealand, concluded that "a more efficient executive power" was necessary than that provided by English law. FitzRoy offered the use of martial law in 56 See Hickford "Māori Property Rights", above n 1. seventeenth century Virginia as a model. 60 Both men felt that settlers tended to have unrealistic views of the ease with which colonial prosperity could be secured. They complained that settlers were too quick to fall into factional intrigue, choosing personal aggrandisement over the "public interest". Such views, indirectly, supported a continuing supervisory role for the imperial government. 61 In 1843, Lord Stanley disallowed a New Zealand Ordinance because, among other things, it gave municipal councils the power to erect lighthouses. The control of lighthouses was a prerogative power, and the imperial government baulked at its devolution to local townships. Stanley felt that the gubernatorial executive had a "skill and stability of purpose" for managing colonial development which settlers did not yet have. 62
C Jurisdiction as a Means of Establishing and Consolidating Gubernatorial Policies
In this context, the use of specially appointed commissioners (rather than magistrates) for local courts in Crown colonies was often a gubernatorial policy choice based on political instinct as much as jurisprudential preference. Governors were sometimes wary of lay magistrates (justices of the peace) claiming a political role in their role as justices, or claiming that their appreciation of local context entitled them to a wide discretion independent of central oversight. A role that tied many of the magistrates' functions to a broader administrative role under the governor's executive authority was often seen as preferable. 63 Governors and judges were well aware, however, of the practical limitations of their administrations and courts, and the ever-present threat of the distinction between authority and power being exposed in practice. 64 Jurisdictional reforms were partly designed to manage such tensions. Both Gawler and FitzRoy experimented with the structure and jurisdiction of courts, and magistrates' powers, to try to provide more effective local government and civil dispute resolution. Gawler's successor as governor in South Australia, George Grey, also implemented a series of jurisdictional reforms and experiments. These changes were tied to administrative reforms in the executive departments. 65 Such reforms, taken together, can be seen as attempts by governors to establish and consolidate their institutional authority, often as a first step in attempting to deploy greater substantive government authority.
For example, in South Australia from 1841-4, and New Zealand 1845-53, Governor Grey sought to improve the provision of summary proceedings by strengthening the police magistrates system. This served to cut costs, but (through new administrative structures and reporting requirements)it also brought the constabulary more formally under the governor's supervision. 66 In New Zealand, Grey introduced resident magistrates' courts. Resident magistrates were given the same powers as police magistrates. 67 The Resident Magistrates Ordinance allowed decisions on the basis of "equity and good conscience", and made special provision for dealing with Māori inter se and Māori-Pākehā suits. 68 As noted, the positions of resident and police magistrates were sometimes seen as gubernatorial impositions on a lay magistracy drawn from local civic leadership. The positions were perceived as having implications for the political relationships between "central" government, in the form of the governor, and the local administration of justice by lay magistrates. 69 The unclear relationship between the functions of stipendiary magistrates and the other justices of the peace produced a steady stream of controversies throughout the 1840s. 70 Magistrates' complaints were often influenced by social insecurity and sensitivity, but also were part of political disputes about how the legal system was to be adapted to local circumstances. Benches of magistrates were charged with a range of administrative, judicial and quasi-judicial functions. When seeking to assert their opinions on administrative and legal questions, magistrates might make particular claims about English local magisterial responsibility. Wellington magistrates did so in May 1846 when they demanded a say in issuing orders to the military, and when they distributed weapons to "friendly" Māori. 71 Varying attitudes towards the appropriate relationship between administrative and judicial or magisterial elements of government encouraged rhetoric about courts and their constitutional role. This rhetoric about courts was a means of disputing underlying issues about the nature of gubernatorial authority and settler influence on it. The 1848 Court of Requests controversy is a useful example of how such rhetoric might be generated. The controversy shows both the tradition of extensive executive discretion discussed above, and the sympathy judges might have for such views.
III THE COURT OF REQUESTS CONTROVERSY: THE GOVERNOR AND THE COURTS IN 1848
A Court of Requests Ordinance was first passed in 1841, with further statutes in 1842 and 1844. By 1844 the court's jurisdiction was limited to claims "for the recovery of small debts", with jurisdiction over all claims worth less than twenty pounds where one party resided within the court district. As with many colonial statutes, the system depended on the Governor-in-Council proclaiming the jurisdictional districts. 72 Importantly for the 1848 controversy, the Ordinance stipulated that the court would sit on particular days. Auckland's Southern Cross newspaper praised the court as "the people's Court". 73 The paper saw the court as a localised forum, focussed on facilitating commerce, and designed to be free from domination by professional advocates. 74 This perception may have reflected English practice. Most principal English cities had a court of requests, or a similar "court of conscience". Many had been created by statute following a petition from local inhabitants. 75 In Crown colony communities settler demands for local courts were often bound up with assertions of the respectability of settlers and the civic and commercial potential of In January 1848, shortly before leaving on a trip to the "Cook Strait settlements", Governor Grey told his officials that he did not want the Auckland Court of Requests to accept any further cases. Litigants were to be directed to the Resident Magistrates Court. Several days later the Colonial Secretary issued a written notice announcing the court's closure. The Southern Cross concluded that Grey had personally ordered the "shutting up" of the court, and condemned the governor's conduct as unconstitutional. 77 The closure was challenged in the Auckland Supreme Court in February 1848. David and Robert Graham, two prominent Auckland merchants, sued in the Court of Requests to recover a debt. When the clerk of the court, Mr Tye, refused to issue a summons to the debtor, they applied in the Supreme Court for mandamus to compel Tye to issue the summons. The case was, from the outset, a political test case; the Grahams refused to accept payment of the debt from their customer when it was offered. They insisted that the case be tested in court. 78 Appearing before Martin CJ, the applicants stressed the "unjustified, unconstitutional, and illegal" nature of Grey's command. They argued the governor had no power to suspend an Ordinance, just as the Queen could not suspend an Act of Parliament. 79 Martin, however, refused to be drawn into a debate on the scope of the governor's power, pointing out there was no evidence before the Court that Grey had ordered the suspension. Instead, Martin queried whether mandamus could issue against Tye in his "ministerial" function as a court official. Martin suggested that ensuring Tye did his duty was the task of the Commissioner, and the Court of Queen's Bench in England would not interfere in how an inferior court judge supervised their own officials for fear of "usurping" the role of that judge. (Tye had given evidence that the Commissioner had told him not to issue any more summons). Graham's counsel, Thomas Houghton Bartley, argued that the Supreme Court could issue mandamus consistent with English practice because Tye was appointed by the governor rather than the judge, and therefore held an independent position that the court could supervise. 80 There was no Crown appearance, and no suggestion that English precedents were not relevant to the colonial setting.
Bartley's arguments were unsuccessful. In his judgment, Martin insisted that the only question was whether he had jurisdiction to grant mandamus in this situation; whether Tye ought to have issued the summons was a subsequent issue "with which we have nothing to do". Martin decided that Tye had been acting in a ministerial capacity, and that it was not the practice of the Queen's Bench in England to direct a writ to any ministerial officer of an inferior court, for fear of infringing that court's authority over its officers. He cited English authority that mandamus did not extend to the court issuing a writ simply "wherever any officer has neglected his duty". 81 Martin went on to note that the Commissioner had "ceased to act", and that the Colonial Secretary's notice "very distinctly" implied that no new commissioner would be appointed. Any writ would be worthless because the court was "no longer in operation". In closing, Martin said that if the "modes of proceeding which now remain [the Resident Magistrates Court], are found less convenient than the Court of Requests", the remedy must be sought in the political sphere. Martin said he could not compel the appointment of a new commissioner. The Court could not "directly or indirectly, assume to itself a function which belongs to the Government of the country. 
A Graham and White as Examples of Judicial Approaches to Gubernatorial Power
These cases cast important light on approaches to prerogative writs and gubernatorial power. The disposition of each case reflected the judges' focus on the particular legal disputes at hand; the common law often provided only an indirect means of dealing with constitutional points. 87 However, my focus here is not on the detail of the reasoning on ministerial functions in Graham, or the scope of the writs sought in White. Rather, it is worth noting that the decisions appear to have been influenced by underlying views on the role of the governor in a Crown Colony constitution. 88 85 Nelson Examiner (15 April 1848). When faced with an appeal to the court to protect the constitutional liberties of "the meanest subject" from the "absolute fiat of one individual", Chapman "asked the learned counsel [White] if he could refer to any precedents in support of his application, and when he replied that he thought he could cite some cases analogous, he was stopped and asked it he had any directly on point. 89 The decision in Symonds upheld a Crown grant as better title to land than a purchase directly from Māori (without a grant) under a pre-emption waiver certificate. The reasoning turned on the scope of the governor's prerogative authority to grant title to land, the extent to which that prerogative authority was constrained by statutory frameworks, and the technicalities required for its valid exercise. Martin's reasoning in Graham was consistent with his sympathy for extensive gubernatorial power and authority in Symonds. In Symonds, Martin defended Crown pre-emption as a means of ensuring that the "Supreme Authority" of the colony was free to pursue policies in the public interest. This, he said, was recognition of the difficulties of founding a new colony. The decisions of the governor about how best to develop the colony were, generally, beyond the Court's purview. 90 Similarly, subsequent land law decisions by Martin and Chapman after Symonds were premised on colonial common law allowing the governor extensive prerogative authority, which only clear statutory language could limit. 91 This attention to statutory demarcations of the colonial law had been signalled in Chapman's first sitting in Wellington, when he refused to receive unsworn evidence from Māori, contrary to local practice. The common law Christchurch, 1961) 66-67 89 See the discussion in Hickford "Three Forgotten Cases", ibid, 2-3; Hickford, "Māori Property Rights", above n 1, 148-150, 160-168 90 Symonds, above n 37, 395-396 Martin CJ; the pre-emption rule "does not forbid a careful and equitable regard to the circumstances of particular cases (as in the instance of the original land claims) but it reserves the entire discretion to the Sovereign Power. … In general, it asserts nothing as to the course which shall be taken for the guidance of colonization, but only that there shall be one guiding power."
91 Hickford "Three Forgotten Cases", above n 1, 2-4, 18-20, 25-30. In Symonds questions of customary title were discussed as part of deciding which of the settlers had a better title to land; see the discussion of Symonds by Chapman J in R v McDonald (20 January 1849) "Collection No 1", above n 26, 61 (priority was given to a grant under the Colonial Seal over the "promise" of a grant in a pre-emption waiver; no interest in land can pass from the Crown to a subject except under the Colonial Seal); New Zealand Spectator (3 February 1849). Compare the impact of statutory language in Snowdon v Baker (20 January 1844) "Collection No 2", above n 88; Martin (with whom Chapman agreed) found that the language of the Land Claims Ordinance 1840 4 Vict 2 allowed a suit for payment for a land sale (in May 1840) between settlers where the vendor had his title directly from Māori (with no Crown grant), even though the Ordinance made any interest conveyed "void", and any later recognition contingent on the land claims commissioner's inquiry. All that was conveyed was the contingent opportunity to receive a land interest through the land claims process: Southern Cross (16 September 1843).
required the witness to be sworn, Chapman said, and a deviation from the common law required statutory authorisation. 92
B Political Reactions to Graham: Perceptions of "Despotism" and the Management of Government
The Auckland press saw Graham as threatening the supposedly distinctive constitutional liberties of British subjects; the decision was seen as leaving settlers subject to the governor's whim. The New Zealander newspaper complained of Martin's "timidity". It felt that the decision lacked "that free and decisive tone which an English Judge is not only privileged, but required by his very position, to adopt". 93 The Southern Cross, usually the editorial opponent of the New Zealander, was more forthright, complaining that the Supreme Court had declared that Governor Grey was above the law, able to suspend laws in disregard of the Bill of Rights 1688. 94 Both newspapers expressed alarm at Martin's comments that a writ would be of no value because the Commissioner had "ceased to act". There was, they said, no direct confirmation of this in the evidence. The editorial writers of both papers speculated that the judge may have taken notice of information not before the Court, possibly from Grey himself. As a result, the New Zealander warned, the dignity and independence of the court was called into question. 95 It is important to note that the Southern Cross also framed its criticism around the "despotism" allegedly allowed by the Resident Magistrates Court Ordinance. Resident magistrates did not need to be lawyers and, the paper noted with concern, military officers might hold the post. 94 Southern Cross (15 January 1848). The paper said Grey's conduct breached the Treaty of Waitangi because it denied Māori the benefit of English law based courts in which to resolve disputes.
95 New Zealander (23 February 1848) (including an analysis of case law on mandamus, suggesting what the paper said were sounder legal grounds for treating Tye as a ministerial officer, but objecting entirely to the reasoning in the second half of the judgment); Southern Cross (19 February 1848) .
96 The absence of lawyers from small claims courts had previously been praised by the Southern Cross. In attacking the governor, professional legal training was now presented as a buffer against bias or improper influence.
Magistrates sat without juries, and their decisions were not subject to appeal. Such a court was contrasted with the judge and jury process of the Supreme Court and the supposedly responsive and independent Requests Commissioner. Here, too, the political implications of jurisdiction and court structure were highlighted. Grey was presented as favouring a system that gave him and his nominees considerable power, insulated from any system of British jurors, and the supposedly greater independence of superior court judges. Those concerns reflected broader debates over the status of magistrates and juries mentioned above. 97
Graham's case reinforced attitudes among many politically active settlers about the "despotism" permitted in the absence of representative institutions. 98 The response of a group of leading Auckland settlers was to appeal to London decision-makers. 99 However, the Colonial Office seems to have seen little reason for concern about the Court of Requests issue. Unlike the Auckland colonists, officials did not see the affair as raising issues of constitutional authority that required political intervention from London. This view was perhaps helped by the colonists' decision to hurriedly send a memorial with a handful of signatures rather than gather more support. Grey was careful to stress that the memorial was signed by only a few settlers; he said that the body of Auckland opinion was unconcerned by the closure of the court. 100 From distant London, what was perceived largely as gubernatorial impatience did not generate issues of sufficient scale or consequence to require Colonial Office intervention, even in the face of settlers' appeals to constitutional principle. In the absence of metropolitan or imperial political imperatives, local responses were judged to be the best means of addressing any issues about the small claims courts. Stephen's successor as departmental under-secretary, Herbert Merivale, noted that the Governor had exceeded his power, but that by the time any answer reached him "his" legislative council "will probably have repaired the error". 101 The Colonial Office staff accepted the governor's analysis of the preferable civil court structure. The settlers' constitutionalist arguments did little to counter such administrative reasoning. The Colonial Secretary told Grey he had exceeded his powers, but accepted that the governor had acted out of concern for the public good. 102
IV SHAPING NEW CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES UNDER THE CONSTITUTION ACT 1852
This section highlights the multi-faceted nature of settler politics in the early years of representative and responsible government. It shows how jurisdiction remained an issue that could be used to contest the power and authority of governors within the new institutions and the subtle shifts in notions of jurisdiction and law that occurred after 1852. The interaction of jurisdictional issues with racial attitudes in settler politics is also touched on.
I have argued above that the construction of lower courts, like the Court of Requests or Resident Magistrates Court, could have considerable constitutional significance because lower courts might raise particular issues about the distribution of authority within and between government institutions. The Court of Requests controversy became one point of reference in arguments about whether settlers' claims to a representative legislature, and the form government involving such a legislature might take. 103 The eventual introduction of such a legislature under the Constitution Act 1852 provided settlers with new forums for debating the distribution of constitutional authority, and for arguing about who was best qualified to exercise such authority. 104 In arguing about how new representative institutions might operate, the particular significance of "native policy" in questions about the relationships of parts of government could be interpreted in the colony, and in London, as something that made New Zealand distinctive from other British colonies. 105 However, the debate about the governor's authority in relation to the ministry or the legislature, and how this affected the relationship between those branches and judicial institutions, provided an underlying political tension for a number of native policy disputes within settler politics. 106 This section considers how particular local imperatives -"native policy" -interacted with the debates about the gubernatorial role, in shaping notions of Crown authority. I use an element of judicial or magisterial roles that was raised in the Court of Requests controversy, the jurisdiction of resident magistrates, as an example, in the context of the 1858 Native Districts Regulations Act. Resident Magistrates' jurisdiction had the potential to be an issue of constitutional authority, particularly when raised in relation to Māori. 107 In New Zealand, Governor Gore-Browne insisted on keeping Māori affairs outside the responsibilities of the ministry established under the new constitutional arrangements. This was part of an older vision of independent gubernatorial authority in relation to Māori, reworked for a new institutional environment. 108 Initially, at least, several prominent settler politicians, such as C W Richmond and Henry Sewell, also feared that provincial rivalry and fragile ministries would inhibit effective policy-making. 109 With the establishment of a responsible ministry, the governor kept some independent advisors, but the ministers drawn from the General Assembly advocated their own policy. The ministry and the governor were distinct substantive parts of the executive, each with their own sphere of discretionary decision-making. Those spheres were not clearly defined by the Constitution Act: they were defined, sometimes ambiguously, through political practice and compromise. As has been well traversed by Keith Sinclair and others, the system led to what Henry Sewell called "back-stairs double government". 110 The new constitution also had a system of six provincial governments, with directly elected "superintendents" at the head of the provincial executive. Provincial assemblies and the General Assembly had concurrent legislative capacity on some issues. Grey's delay in calling the General Assembly together led to provincial governments taking primary charge of a range of government functions. This posed political difficulties for politicians who favoured effective "general" or national government, particularly since provincial superintendents could serve as Members of Parliament. Though the General Assembly had an unfettered plenary legislative power, some "provincialist" politicians insisted the system was "federal". 111 "Provincialist" or "centralist" positions were often adopted according to the particular issue or broader political coalitions involved in debates, rather than being distinct political ideologies. Nonetheless, the range of constitutional interpretations and disputes generated by this structure is worth noting; even allowing for, arguably, a narrower field of settler political discourse than other settlement colonies, here was a constitution whose practice, politics and law were open to debate and public contest. 112 The nature of "responsible government" was, therefore, defined over time. 113 With GoreBrowne reluctant to over-use his ability to withhold royal assent, the Assembly chipped away at the Governor's authority by passing laws requiring him to act only with the advice and consent of the Executive Council, and proved reluctant to grant funds to the governor alone. 114 Gore-Browne was eventually forced to agree to let ministers see all official correspondence, though he maintained the right to depart from advice on Māori issues. 115 These broader politics affected debate about the design and jurisdiction of courts to hear Māori disputes. Gore-Browne convened a "Board of Native Affairs" in 1856 to consider policy options. The Board's inquiry highlighted a range of Pākehā views over how best to structure Māori-Pākehā and intra-Māori civil affairs, and advocated some form of the resident magistrates system as a primary legal and administrative institution. 116 Francis Fenton's well-known resident magistrate's circuit in the Waikato in 1857-8 also placed the office of magistrate at the centre of attempts to establish colonial institutions in Māori communities. 117 As with many of the earlier jurisdictional proposals, many Pākehā politicians who favoured such steps were attempting to respond to Māori engagement and agency in law-making and local government. As noted, jurisdictional debates had particular resonances in settler politics, and partly reflected particular settler traditions and preoccupations that structured the way the issues were considered. While this essay has focused on under-appreciated elements of Pākehā debates, it must be acknowledged that jurisdictional debates about Māori were by no means purely intra-settler affairs. 118 
A Māori Policy and Competing Attempts to Establish Constitutional Practice
In 1858 the Stafford ministry sought to give a new legislative structure to magisterial operations in predominately Māori areas. As part of a package of native policy Bills, the ministry proposed a statute allowing the creation of "native districts". The Governor-in-Council would be able to approve bylaws for those districts on specified issues. The Bill provided that these regulations were to be made "as far as possible" with the "general assent" of local Māori, to be ascertained "in such manner as the Governor may deem fitting". 119 Local bylaws would prevail over General Assembly and Provincial laws. Customary tenure and Māori jurisdiction were linked -native districts regulations would apply only in areas where native title predominated. 120 Although there is no mention of rūnanga (Māori councils) in what became the Native Districts Regulation Act, it seems to have been presumed that rūnanga would form the basis of the system. 121 The ministry hoped the system would facilitate local laws governing land use and land sale, but the scheme's scope was much broader than that. It complemented a Bill to create Native Circuit Courts in Māori districts, giving Resident Magistrates and Māori assessors wide criminal and civil jurisdiction. Taken together, the proposals anticipated resident magistrates acting as local advisors to rūnanga as well as adjudicators of particular disputes. 122 This was consistent with a view that such local institutions, centred on engagement with magistrates and involving participation in court proceedings as jurors and litigants, were an appropriate "transitional" step in the process of "civilising" Māori political 119 Native Districts Regulations Act 1858, ss 2-3.
120 The legislation was intended to apply only to areas where Māori customary title was unextinguished. The often porous nature of "native districts" presented a challenge to this aim. To achieve the desired legal dichotomy between customary and Crown tenure, land within a district that had been granted by the Crown to Māori, or granted for religious, educational or charitable purposes, was treated for the purposes of the Act as unextinguished native title (so that such land could be included within jurisdictional native districts). Land "specially granted [by the Crown] as homesteads" to Europeans "domiciled in Native districts" was also deemed to be unextinguished native title for jurisdictional purposes. Such a deeming provision was included in the Native Circuit Courts Act (s 4) and Native Districts Regulations Act (s 10). In parts, the proposal envisioned Māori rūnanga exercising powers akin to English grand juries' power of presentments on issues of local concern, with the resident magistrate then assisting with the drafting of bylaws to address the concerns identified by the rūnanga.
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practice. 123 A common theme of the 1850s legislative debates was that Māori society's "transition" from a state of "savagery" to being "civilised" required magisterial supervision. 124 In 1848 the Colonial Office had accepted Governor Grey's advice that the Resident Magistrates Ordinance provided a better policy for promoting assimilation and providing access to courts than declaring "native districts" under particular provisions in the 1846 Charter. The royal instructions accompanying the Charter were amended as a result. 125 By 1858, a handful of resident magistrates had been operating in Māori areas under the Resident Magistrates Court Ordinance, with mixed results. 126 The Colonial Treasurer, C W Richmond, acknowledged that the legislative proposals were a reaction to Māori demands. 127 The growth of Māori rūnanga was seen as offering a new opportunity for magistrates' jurisdiction. 128 The 1858 legislative debates about jurisdiction over Māori repeatedly returned to how the structure of that jurisdiction might affect the relative powers of branches of the colonial government. 129 Racial ideas were an abiding presence in 1850s political debate, but purely by itself "race" does not explain the different views of various Pākehā politicians on the 1858 proposals. Rather, the debates over the relationship between gubernatorial power, inferior courts and the legislature (which the Court of Requests affair had highlighted) intertwined with debates about race, assimilation and Māori political organisation. Settler politicians often analysed Māori policy against the wider setting of colonial politics, using political disputes between superintendents and the general government, and between parliamentarians over the operation of the new constitution, as reference points for considering Māori political initiatives as well as Pākehā proposals. 130 This comment does not deny the significance of racial thought, or of Māori agency. Support for particular jurisdictional structures in relation to Māori were part of broader disputes about authority, power and institutional relationships within colonial politics. Approaching such issues as multi-faceted issues of constitutional authority rather than simply in terms of a unitary "Crown" position avoids obscuring this underlying dynamic and may help explain the specific ways broader notions of race and authority manifested in a particular policy debate.
B The Role of the Governor in the 1858 Native Districts Proposals
The 1858 legislation was part of the ministry's attempt to affirm its political and constitutional role in government in relation to whole territory of the colony, as opposed to openly disavowing territorial legislative competency over parts, or admitting that only gubernatorial leadership could appropriately deal with Māori issues (as some of the governor's supporters argued, and as the creation of native districts under section 71 of the Constitution Act might have suggested). 131 Some historians have stressed that assertions of extensive British legal authority were at odds with the substantive power of the government in the 1850s. 132 However, it is worth noting that, in the politics of the time, the particular de jure proposal made by the ministry was still a significant one. 133 Legislating to allow the Governor-in-Council to make native district regulations endorsed a particular means of managing political authority in relation to other institutions, as well as in relation to Māori. The legislation implicitly sought to fashion constitutional practice, and to consolidate the role of the ministry (as opposed to the governor, the legislature, or rūnanga). This was highly significant to those Pākehā involved and to government in London. It helped structure the ways Pākehā politicians assessed possible responses to Māori political initiatives, and the way they considered how best to manage potential tensions between government's legal authority and substantive power. 134 This broader context was clear from Richmond's speech introducing the Native Districts Regulation Bill to the lower house. Distinctions between "maintenance" of Māori custom by the Crown, "exceptional laws" to be applied by special tribunals, and the "strict application" of colonial laws were often distinctions of the detail or speed of assimilationist policy. 135 Importantly, however, Richmond's speech presented these distinctions as having constitutional implications, affecting the structure and tone of colonial government and the relationship between imperial and colonial administrations. Richmond surveyed several possible means of applying "British law" to Māori. One option was the recognition of Māori custom. Richmond rejected this, on the basis that Māori remained in a system of "barbarism" rather than a "low type of civilisation" as "in India or China". He felt that allowing custom without alteration would simply "perpetuate barbarism". 136 The second option was "the Cook Strait" view of the strict application of English law to Māori. Richmond presented George Grey and the well-known 1844 House of Commons Select Committee on New Zealand as favouring this approach. 137 Richmond dismissed such ideas as abstract theorising, impractical and "manifestly absurd". He said that Grey had not applied his own theories of strict application in New Zealand, but had rather sought to "insinuate or induce" Māori into following English law by a gradual process. Richmond endorsed this policy, presenting it as locally generated. In a rhetorical step not uncommon in colonial politics, Richmond claimed that colonial practice had shown the folly of metropolitan theorising, and left local settlers best placed to judge which specific policies best adapted the "foundation principles" of British law to local circumstances. Settler legislatures (not the governor), he implied, were best placed to take active steps to extend British substantive authority. 138 Thus, the 1858 Bills sought to define resident magistrates' jurisdiction in a way that consolidated the role of the ministry. As noted, it was the "Governor-in-Council", not the governor alone, who could declare districts, and make regulations for such districts. The Colonial Office had allowed the 1856 Native Reserves Act, which restricted the governor's independent power over Māori land. 139 The 1858 legislation sought a similar restriction regarding jurisdiction and Māori law, and should be seen in light of Gore-Browne's own, ultimately unsuccessful, efforts to establish a statutory council to administer native policy independent of ministerial control. 140 Competing views of the appropriate gubernatorial role emerged clearly in the upper house during the passage of the Bills. The non-ministry members of the Legislative Council staunchly opposed giving the responsible ministry further power over native policy. William Swainson advocated "one law for all" but insisted that Māori affairs should proceed under gubernatorial control in order to reach that goal. However, the Attorney-General, Frederick Whitaker, rejected the suggestion that the unelected upper house might alter the ministry's native policy. 141 Gore-Browne eventually decided to assent to the Native Circuits Court Act and the Native Districts Regulations Act. He withheld assent to an Act on Māori territorial rights, reserving it for consideration in London. 142 When the statutes reached London, the Colonial Office analysis of the laws focused on their implications for the constitutional relationship between the Secretary of State, the governor, ministry and legislature. The Colonial Office was uneasy about the inroads to the governor's independent authority over native policy, but decided that the Native Districts Regulations Act was "wise and useful". That Act was allowed on the condition that a section was inserted giving the Colonial Office the power to disallow regulations made under the Act. 143 
C Perceptions of Legislation and Positive Law in the 1858 Debates
Thus, the nature of specific political debates was shaped by attempts to establish and consolidate constitutional authority within the emerging system of responsible government. Decisions to adopt or reject particular policy proposals are best seen in this broader context. The ministry's distrust of gubernatorial control of native policy encouraged settler politicians who favoured extensive ministerial power to insist that any system for recognition of Māori law or local government had to be compatible with their perception of the appropriate role of the responsible ministry and the legislature in the constitution. 144 In this, the particular policy debate about native districts converged with the more general debate within Pākehā politics about racial assimilation. As noted, in the 1850s, some settler politicians saw rūnanga activities as evidence that the adaptation of custom to new European influences required law posited independently of "traditional", "savage", custom. The Native Districts Regulation Act expressly anticipated regulations that would suppress "injurious" customs and replace customary remedies with new forms of "compensation". 145 The perception that rūnanga were making positive law to reflect new practices, and to supersede previous custom, was significant for Pākehā observers. It reinforced underlying strands of Pākehā debate about the need for making new law to fit the development of a colonial society. Politicians speaking in the 1858 debates were discussing positive law to be supplied by the legislature, and tailored by them to fit the local circumstances. Laws posited by statute -passed by settler-controlled legislatures -were presented as being more ordered and effective than gubernatorial politics and diplomacy. Such views were not new, but they gained new currency in the politics of the 1850s, combining the search for transitional "civilising" institutions in many of the jurisdictional proposals of the 1830s and 1840s with the broader settler politics of establishing and consolidating the role of the ministry and legislature in relation to other parts of government. In the General Assembly, ministers tended to emphasise that new statutory systems would be free from the personal influence and arbitrary discretion they claimed characterised gubernatorial government (and chiefly rule). Richmond urged the Assembly to "[i]naugurate the reign of law, and cease to rely on mere personal influences". 146 Such political rhetoric, of course, does not tell the whole story. Though ministers might take a particular position in political debate in the Assembly, administrative practice posed its own challenges. For much of the 1850s, whether under Grey's ordinance or Richmond's Act, a handful of resident magistrates were involved in a wide variety of local interactions, relationships, and juridical experiments with Māori communities and individual litigants. The magistrates' reports and results were mixed. 147 This meant that politicians with experience of Crown-Māori engagement (or, at least, its administration) were aware that personal influence and discretion remained valuable. 148 In 1858 the Resident Magistrates Act was amended to allow a Resident Magistrate to delay enforcing a judgment against a Māori for as so long as the magistrate deemed "it expedient to do so". 149 As this reform suggests, there is little indication in the 1858 debates that legislators thought that the colonial Parliament simply needed to express the legislature's will in order to achieve their aims. 150 Rather, an overlapping set of debates can be identified about the exercise of constitutional authority and the relationship between parts of government, in which many politicians were acutely conscious of the distinction between the legislature, the ministry, and the governor. The impact of those distinctions, and the distinctions between general and provincial governments, were widely debated. There were legislators, however, who thought that the positing of law by a representative assembly that also had strong influence over executive officials would produce outcomes that adapted law and policy "better" to local circumstances than the Crown Colony system, and who thought that using legislation in particular ways could help consolidate their preferred institutional structures and practices. This attention to attempts to establish and consolidate institutional structures helps explain elements of settler politics in the mid-1850s more effectively than an emphasis on a unitary "Crown".
V CONCLUSION
In a constitutional system where authority was diffused between provincial governments, the gubernatorial executive, the ministry and the legislature, "native policy" was by no means simply a matter of "the Crown" and "Māori". Even where the ministry and governor might speak of "the Crown" in asserting a unitary British authority to Māori audiences, questions about who controlled the voice of the Crown, and the institutions within government that designed and implemented Crown policy, were highly contested. 151 Māori debates and initiatives were a critical factor within the settler context. However, this essay suggests that strands of Pākehā constitutional politics and their connection with various parts of jurisdictional debates themselves deserve further study. In the Legislative Council in 1860, Arney CJ noted that the Native Territorial Rights Act 1858 had denied the Supreme Court jurisdiction over legal issues arising out of the Act's scheme for converting native title to a Crown-derived certificate. The Act had never become law, having been refused assent by the governor and the imperial government. 152 The Chief Justice, however, seemed bemused at having been "selected … as the only man in our Colonial Parliament not capable of forming an opinion upon Māori title". 153 Behind the jest was a more serious point. The structure of courts and their jurisdiction was central to the construction of British authority in a new colony. Decisions about lower court jurisdiction often rested on competing notions of the relationship between different parts and functions of government. Those competing ideas, and the politics by which different notions were embodied in institutional design or practice, were an important part of the creation of the colonial constitution. Disputes over the scope of the governor's powers and role were central to these debates. Support for extensive gubernatorial discretion can be identified from 1840, including in the judgments of Martin CJ and Chapman J.
In 1865, when the Legislative Council debated the proper relationship between the ministry and the governor, J C Richmond described the constitution as "organic", with "limbs" that were defined not by statute but by practice and discretion. 154 The disputes over which institutions within government would control particular discretions were not abstract elements of legalism. They were important parts of the structure of colonial politics. "Foundation principles" of common law doctrine or constitutional theory did not necessarily provide a clear basis for constitutional law and practice. Competing notions of governmental and legislative power were given particular operation through political debate, and from the 1830s many British politicians saw statutory jurisdiction as an important means of giving particular political relationships institutional form in New Zealand. Having so effectively dismantled previous historical accounts of the colonial constitution, historians should reconsider the particular patterns of Pākehā politics and debate. Doing so may reveal a more complex tapestry of debates about the nature of the colonial constitution, which helped shape 19 th century New Zealand before the Wars and beyond.
